GLI Electives Offered in Spring 2022

The courses listed in the sections below are the actual GLI electives that are being offered at Stony Brook University in Spring 2022, grouped by Global Interaction Area or Global Issues Track. Additional classes may be used as electives for the GLI major or minor, subject to the approval of the Undergraduate Program Director, Andrea Fedi (andrea.fedi@stonybrook.edu).

This list was last updated on November 17, 2021.

Please note that classes may be subject to changes or cancellation until the beginning of the semester.

* Classes denoted with an asterisk (*) may be applied to GLI major as an exception. To do so, please email Andrea Fedi at andrea.fedi@stonybrook.edu

GLI core course available in the Spring 2022 semester.

- GLI 211 Perspectives in Globalization Studies and International Relations
- GLI 340 Conflict Resolution, Coalition Building, and Peacemaking
- GLI 450 Capstone Seminar in Globalization Studies and International Relations

A. GLOBAL INTERACTION AREAS

AFRICA AND AFRICAN DIASPORA

- AFS 306 Gender and Public Health in Africa
- AFS 337 / POL 337 The Politics of Africa
- AFS 340 Human Rights and Africa
- AFS 365 / SOC 365 Global Africa
- AFS 368 / HIS 368 Health and Disease in African History
- AFS 383 The Global African Diaspora in Comparative Perspective
- AFS 410* Computers and Technology in Africa
- ARH 201* Arts of Africa
- ARH 328* Exhibiting Africa

ASIA

- AAS 330 Language and Society in South Asia
- AAS 338* Contemporary India: History, Politics, and Diplomacy
- AAS 379 / ANT 379* Ethnicity and Ecology in China
- ARH 203* Arts of Asia
- KOR 332 Humanities Topics in Korean Studies

EUROPE

- ARH 204* Arts of Europe and the Americas
- HIS 102 Modern European History, 18th c. to the Present
- HIS 251 Europe Since 1945
- HIS 334 Women and Gender in Pre-Modern European History
- HIS 392 Topics in Early Modern Europe
- SPN 415 Hispanic Cultures in Contact

THE AMERICAS

- ARH 315* Art of Spain and Colonial Latin America
- HIS 214 / POL 214 Modern Latin America
- HUS 254 Latin America Today
- HUS 290 Latin American Cinema
- SOC 364 Sociology of Latin America
MIDDLE EAST: NORTH AFRICA AND SOUTH-WEST ASIA

- ARH 317 Islamic Art
- GLI 391 Humanities and Fine Arts Topics in Globalization Studies (Topic for Spring 2022: Women in Islam)

B. GLOBAL ISSUES TRACKS

HUMAN, CULTURAL, AND BIOLOGICAL MIGRATION: GLOBAL DIASPORAS AND ETHNICITIES

- AFS 383 The Global African Diaspora in Comparative Perspective

GLOBAL DEVELOPMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY: ENVIRONMENT, WELL-BEING, ECONOMY, AND POLICY

- AFS 306 Gender and Public Health in Africa
- AFS 368 / HIS 368 Health and Disease in African History
- ANP 360 Primate Conservation
- ATM 237 / PHY 237 World Climate and Atmosphere
- ATM 397 Air Pollution and Its Control
- BIO 353 Marine Ecology
- BIO 385 Plant Ecology
- ENS 101 Prospects for Planet Earth
- ENS 301 Contemporary Environmental Issues and Policies
- EST 102 Weather and Climate
- GEO 101 Environmental Geology
- GEO 104 Ripples Across The World: Global Effects of Natural Disasters
- GEO 105 Energy Resources for the 21st Century
- MAR 315 Marine Conservation
- PHI 366 / SUS 366* Philosophy and the Environment
- SUS 343 Age of the Anthropocene

CULTURAL AND POLITICAL REPRESENTATION: ART AND MEDIA IN A GLOBAL CONTEXT

- AFS 383 The Global African Diaspora in Comparative Perspective
- ANT 102 What Makes Us Human?
- ANT 230 Peoples of the World
- ARH 201* Arts of Africa
- CLT 362 Literature and Ideas
- EGL 369 Topics in Ethnic American Literatures and Cultures
- HUS 290 Latin American Cinema
- MUS 300 Music, Technology, and Digital Culture
- WST 301 Histories of Feminism
- WST 395 Topics in Global Feminism

INEQUALITIES: GENDER, RACE, AND CLASS IN A GLOBAL CONTEXT

- AAS 372* / ANT 372* Family, Marriage, and Kinship in China
- AFS 340 Human Rights and Africa
- ANT 102 What Makes Us Human?
- ANT 230 Peoples of the World
- EGL 369 Topics in Ethnic American Literatures and Cultures
- GLI 391 Humanities and Fine Arts Topics in Globalization Studies (Topic for Spring 2022: Women in Islam)
- GLI 402 Democracy and Justice for All
- HIS 302 Environmental History in Global Perspective
- WST 301 Histories of Feminism
- WST 395 Topics in Global Feminism

TRANSCONTINENTAL CORPORATIONS AND TRANSREGIONAL INSTITUTIONS: MARKETS, INSTITUTIONS, AND POLICIES

- AAS 379 / ANT 379* Ethnicity and Ecology in China
- AFS 337 / POL 337 The Politics of Africa
- AFS 365 / SOC 365 Global Africa
- ECO 325 International Trade
- HIS 300 Topics in Global History
- JRN 303* Global Issues in Journalism
- POL 103 Introduction to Comparative Politics
- POL 313 Problems of International Relations
• POL 336* U.S. Foreign Policy
• POL 374 / SOC 374 Global Issues in the United Nations
• POL 391* Topics in Political Science (Topic for Spring 2022: Foreign Policy and Diplomacy)
• SOC 105 Introduction to Sociology
• SOC 348 Global Sociology
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